
HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK PRACTICE SHEET

CLASS V SUB. MATHEMATICS

1. Revise Chapter 1 (Numbers upto 99,99,99,999)
Ch-2(Operations on large Numbers) and Ch-5(Decimals)

2. Solve Brain teasers of ch-1,2 and 5 on Assignment sheets,.
3. Revise and practice tables 2 to 20.
4. Solve the question given below on Assignment sheets.

A. Write the digit ay yen million place of 746,122,486
B. How many crores make 80 milions.
C. What is the difference between place values of 3 and 7 in 12,34,576
D. Find sum on place value of two eights in 38,46,82,953
E. Form largest eight digit numbers using digits 8,4,3,0,2,7,6,5.Also, write its numbers name of 

numeral formed both in Indian and international system.                
F. Subtract 46,84,,464 from sum of 4,,96,00,008 and 64,42,212.
G. Find product of greatest 6 digit and 3 digit number.
H. An engine pumps 2,85000 liters of water in 5 hours. How many liters of water will the engine

pump in one hour? 
I. Divide largest 7 digit number with largest 4 digit number.
J. Write in expanded form:- 108.006
K. Write fraction for :- 0.0061
L. Form a decimal number which 9 is at one’s place,4 it tens place, 0at tenth place and 6 at 

hundredths place.
SUBJECT         SCIENCE 

1. Revise Ch-1 (My Body),Ch-2 (Plants) and Ch-3(Forests)
2. Draw diagrams on Assignment sheet.

a) Human Eye. 
b) Germination of seed.
c) Deforestation.

3. Answer the following on assignment sheet
a) List at least 10 national parks and wildlife sanctuary in india.
b) Make a list of 5 things used at home or school made from wood.
c) Suggest 3 ways for forest conservation.
d) Give different ways of seed dispersal with two-two examples.
e) Make a model of “Human Lungs” by using Rubber Sheet.
f) Write the names of sense organs in foolowing animals-

i. Reptiles
ii. Insects

iii. Fish
iv. Bats
v. Dogs

vi. Birds
vii. House cricket

viii. Cockroach
Subject: English

1. Write Abstract nopuns of given words –(a) great (b)weak (c)active (d)cruel (e)waste (f)marry    (g)
brave.

2. Fill in the blacks, appropriate determiners 
A. I drink ____- of water daily.
B. Have you brought ______fish?



C. There are _____fruits in the basket.
D. There are ____________fish and octopus  in the acquarium.
E. ___students are present in the class?

3. Correct the rewrite the sentences given below.
A. The men shirts were like rainbow.
B. Rama dance was excellent
C. Rekha brother returned home after holidays.
D. This is Rajan pen.
E. These are Anita books.

4. Write short form of like
What is =what’s
D o not, it is, Are not, I am, you are you will , I have

5. Write the degrees of given words old safe, able, happy , good ,funny , castly , important much 
,bad

6. Write ten sentences on ‘Save Environment` make a collage how can we save our environment 
like grow trees do not use plastic etc.

7. Revise syllabus that has been done in English literature Book. 

__________________________________________________________________________

Class –V Sub. Social Science

Answer the following questions on Assignment sheets.

1. Why is it important for the family members to spend time together?
2. What happened to Sonia mother after she met with an accident?
3. How did Sonia’s mother recover quickly?
4. How did Aadit gain confidence to perform the stage?
5. What type of conversation and discussions deepen the bands among family members?
6. What do you understand by seasonal migration?
7. How was shyam forced to migrate to luckhnow to earn money fee his family members?
8. Why do animals migrate with change in seasons.
9. Why did the early man start living near the water bodies?
10. What are the reasons for regional variation in houses?
11. What is reason for having stairs in stilt homes?
12. In JHapan houses in earthquake plane areas are built with wood and bomlow, What is the reason

behind it?
13. How does community living help us?
14. Like human seings ants and bees also live in colonies,Explain briefly.
15. What were the problems faced by young solini a physically challenged child?
16. What will make the physically challenged child happy and confident?
17. What are the benefits of Inclusive education to other students?
18. What do the physically challenged children need? Write in four sentences.
19. Write about the achievements of  ,  Helen killer in five sentences.
20. Why has the government introduced mid-day made scheme in schools.
21. What are the activities of Rajni , a 12 years old girl? And what is her dream?






